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fast print job. i measured the print time to be around 5 seconds. the printer isnt overheated and my print times are
normally around 100-200 seconds. the printer also seems to work fine after the print job, i have no problems with it, it

wont restart anything though. i have an ixpress, designed for use with kodak photo paper, in a sanyo ml-225. the
ixpress uses 1 "8" toner cartridges, not economical ones at all. i've been using sanyo ml-225 cartridges for about 15

years. in the last 15 years of printing i've never had any problems other than the cartridges running out, and then the
unit becoming a single-page printer. it used to skip pages every day until i'd cleaned out the paper path and put a

fresh roll in. after doing that it ran like clockwork for many months. to be honest, i found the printer not even a little
bit fussy. i've had nothing but joy with it. the life i've had with my printers, all of them, from diamonic, ti994xl, icon, to

my ixpress, and my i720, has been a joy, all the way through. when my ixpress went to the multi- cartridge format
with the 1 "8" i was so happy. the printer alone was about a $300 investment. the only time a problem with a

cartridge came up was the very first (garnier) i was using. that was a very weird problem, a few pages would print
then return to not printing at all. it went without a hitch for many months, until all of a sudden it started doing this. i

did everything i knew, i removed the paper path, cleaned out the head, cleaned the drum, tried other cartridges, even
tried to see if the refill was clogged, but the problem was stuck with that cartridge for the rest of its life. none of that

did the trick so i finally decided to throw it away.
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well i’m still stuck on here. my printer is not working. it is switching to black paper when i print. i reset the firmware to
factory default and i have the problem again. can someone please help me. it’s driving me insane. i’m not computer

savvy at all. i’m trying to fix the intermittent printing problem. i’ve reset the printer, printer firmware to factory
default, printer reset. i bought a replacement cartridge thinking that was the problem. nope. the printer is

continuously printing black. the cartridge is new and fresh. this has been an issue for 5 weeks now. if anyone can help
i’d greatly appreciate it. have spent a lot of time in the last 2 weeks trying to fix this problem. i’m really frustrated

with this problem. i purchased a samsung ml 2216b printer on june 9 of last year and when i turned it on after the first
2 months of owning it the toner started to run low and started printing black. i contacted samsung and after several
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months they sent a replacement cartridge and the problem never went away. i have contacted samsung customer
service before and they’ve just sent me links to the website for the printer or to a presonual service doc all to no avail.

everytime i send that e-mail i get a reply 5 days later telling me to return and print a test page or send me another
test page and that it’ll review it ( the referal page always prints fine). i have a ton of serious work to do and my printer

keeps forcing me to wait 3 days for them to come through with a solution (which they’ve never done before). i’ve
written several letters, sent several e-mails, spoken with customer service (i. 5ec8ef588b
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